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IBOOT 2.6. IBOOT 2.6,free download.rar.Q: Xcode 6 SDK Configuration Issue I have
Xcode 6 Beta installed. After the latest updates, I am now getting an error "Cannot
find the static library:" and an error that Xcode uses the wrong version of libz.dylib. I
have two questions: What happens if I select a different SDK? It seems that this is the
problem. How can I make it search for the libraries/binaries in /usr/local/Cellar instead
of the default? What do you think of the name of the new SDK? Doesn't really make
any sense to me. A: 2. It seems that this is the problem. How can I make it search for
the libraries/binaries in /usr/local/Cellar instead of the default? You could probably
manually modify the Xcode build settings. But for a quick solution, the following
AppleScript works: set the_path to (path to system administrator's home directory) as
string set target_path to ((path to application's executable file as string) as text) &
"Contents/Developer/Platforms/" & (current application's operating system as text) &
"Platforms/" & (current application's name as text) tell application "Xcode" activate set
the_sdk to "iphonesimulator" set the_platform to "simulator" set the_bundle to
target_path set the_sdk_dir to file the_sdk as text set the_sdk_dir to (path to
the_sdk_dir as text) as string set the_platform_dir to file the_platform as text set
the_platform_dir to (path to the_platform_dir as text) as string tell application "Xcode"
set target_sdk to file the_platform_dir set target_platform to file the_platform as text
set target_bundle to target_path end tell end tell I'm not sure why it says "
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